
This unit includes 200 different logic puzzles and critical thinking tasks for your students to 
stretch their thinking, approach problems with an analytical perspective, and practice 

explaining their thought process.

There are 40 of each different type of puzzle including:
• Odd one out

• Combinations/complete the patterns
• Analogies

• Sudoku/magic square puzzles
• Logic puzzles of various kinds
• & includes an ANSWER KEY



These types of logical/critical thinking puzzles are meant to 
be done in a group setting (either small group or whole group) 
so discussions around answers can be had. Students explaining 
their process is one of the most important parts of solving 

these types of puzzles!

These can be done at morning meeting, in small math groups, 
during a break, or any time you have 5-10 minutes of “free” 

time!

Research has shown that students don’t develop critical 
thinking skills naturally. Instead, they must be exposed to these 
types of questions to help promote an open-minded problem-

solving approach, collaboration, and the ability to identify 
mistakes quickly and come up with a strategy to solve the 

problem!



one out!
When students look at different items and determine which doesn’t belong, they 

must quickly solve a problem and explain their reasoning. it is great for vocabulary 
reinforcement. Sometimes there may be more than one correct answer. As long as
students can explain a valid reason why the item is the odd one out, it is correct!

Items don’t belong for many different reasons:
- Different use than other items
- Starts with a different letter

- Doesn’t rhyme with others
- Is a different type within a category

- Is a different shape than others
- And more!



& PATTERNS!
With these puzzles, students will use their spatial reasoning to combine 
shapes to make new shapes. They will also use logical connections to look 

at patterns and use that evidence to decide what comes next.



COMPLETE THE

Analogies help students with vocabulary development and relationships 
between words. Will look at the top comparison and use that knowledge to 
complete the second comparison. Students will review their knowledge of 
synonyms and antonyms, the function and size of objects, and categorizing 

of different items. 



COMPLETE THE

In this section, students will solve two different type of number/square puzzles. 
Sudoku is a fun game where students must practice making quick decisions using 

logical thinking. They will also practice recognizing errors quickly and figuring out ways 
to solve it. The other type of puzzle, “Magic Square,” students will solve will help them 

practice their addition skills in addition to all the other skills mentioned above.



SOLVE THE

In this section, there are many different types of logic puzzles where students 
will read clues and develop strategies to solve the problem. Students will use 

mathematical deduction to figure out “if _____, then _____.” 



On the following pages, you will find the answer key to each of 
the problems presented in this unit! Please remember, for some 

of these puzzles (analogies, odd one out, some logic puzzles) 
there could be more than one answer. As long as the student 
provides a logical reason why they came to that answer, it is 

correct!

For example:

The above answer could be boat because the rest fly in the sky 
OR bird because it is the only animal, and the rest are vehicles. 

Both would be acceptable answers!



one out!
Look at the items below. Which does not belong? Why?



one out!
Look at the items below. Which does not belong? Why?







Combine the shapes below to make a new shape:

& PATTERNS!



Complete the pattern below:

& PATTERNS!







COMPLETE THE

Look at the first comparison and use it to complete the second.

is to

is to

as



COMPLETE THE

Look at the first comparison and use it to complete the second.

is to

is to

as







Each image or number can only appear ONCE in each row, each column, and each block.

COMPLETE THE



MAGIC SQUARES: each row, column and diagonal must add up to the same total.

COMPLETE THE

7 0

2 6

8 1







Read the clues below and solve the puzzle:

SOLVE THE

▪ The circle and the star 
are in the same 
column.

▪ The trapezoid and star 
are in the same row.

▪ Where do all the 
shapes go?



Read the clues below and solve the puzzle:
Which pet belongs to each kid?

SOLVE THE

Will TayshaMarthaChris
▪ Martha’s pet likes to 

hop.
▪ Will’s pet loves to bark 

at Chris’ pet,
▪ Taysha’s pet does not 

have a tail.






